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by Daniel Hathaway

Now that classical music has become increasingly 
homogenized through globalization, there's some-
thing deeply satisfying about experiencing works 
from a national tradition interpreted by conduc-
tors and soloists who grew up speaking the lan-
guage. On Thursday evening, Russian conductor 
Vassily Sinaisky and Russian-born pianist Kirill 
Gerstein treated the Severance Hall audience to 
deeply-felt performances of music by Liadov, 

-
sian conductors, The Cleveland Orchestra has a near-native feel for this repertory and 
played it with expressive passion coupled with New World precision.

Conducting with his bare hands, Sinaisky, who is music director of Moscow's Bolshoi 
Theatre, painted perfect little scenes for each of Anatoly Liadov's Eight Russian Folk 
Songs to open the program. English horn and bassoon solos (Robert Walters and Barrick 

cellist Richard Weiss recaptured later in the “Plaintive Song.” “Dance of the Gnat” cre-
ated a buzz both in the strings and an amused audience. Mary Kay Fink's piccolo soared 
out over pizzicato strings in the “Round Dance,” and a vivacious orchestral tutti brought 
the set of tiny pieces to a celebratory ending in the “Village Dance Song.”

-
trons in seats, but only rarely  does it surprise them. 
Sinaisky and Gerstein conspired to bring new life to the 
work, giving it far more than just a fresh coat of paint. 
Sinaisky's sure sense of pace connected the piece into 
an unusually coherent narrative, while Gerstein com-
bined some of the sensibilities of his former life as a 
jazz musician with his strong gifts as a concert pianist to 
produce a dark, rich sound enlivened by daring, impro-
visatory-sounding passage work.

The leisurely-paced opening movement allowed Ger-
stein to linger on important notes and inspired a dreamy cadenza. A supple, tempo-bend-
ing approach served the slow movement well and contrasted beautifully with the quick, 



Gerstein received a warm ovation from the unusually large Thursday night audience, gen-
erously passing credit for the performance along to the orchestra. (Then the pianist 
changed out of his concert gear and modestly took a seat in the audience for the second 
half!)

with The Cleveland Orchestra (Kondrashin in 1976, Gergiev in 1994, Sinaisky in 2013). 
The Fiery Angel, the 35-

minute work remains operatic in its volatility and dramatic intensity despite the com-
poser's wish that it be regarded as “pure symphony.”

In any case, it's a pure orchestral tour de force and not a little cinematic in its sweep and 
content, which explore the whole spectrum of color from dark to dazzling, and a range of 

-
connected images in a dream. Here's a wind chorale, then a martial intrusion by a snare 
drum. Strange, swooping violin gestures and frightening bass drum thuds must mean 
something, but we don't know what the story line is.

the insistent motives that penetrate the dark textures at the beginning to the intense natter-
ing of the trumpets, nearly submerged in a rich orchestral soup, near the end. And marvel 
at the extraordinary ability of The Cleveland Orchestra to achieve clarity and trans-
parency while playing music of such remarkable density.
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